1. To lay the foundation for this demand in the peace treaty and to carry this demand into effect by individual negotiations with the countries in the area that are affected by the peace treaty.

2. To secure in the peace treaty the territory necessary for the settlement of the Jewish people in establishing the Feilasse and the future settlement of the Jewish people on this problem.

3. To determine the position of the Holy Land in the new overseas territory for Jewish settlement.

4. As preliminary work:

1) classification of the lands and line of the Jewish settlement, the.coordination of these plans with officials of the Holy Land. bạn Ban 1. Part of the following:

2) the creation of a survey on factual basis dates which are to be found in the individual countries (number of the Jews in the individual countries), their historical property by an international body, etc.

3) the execution of these negotiations with Italy, our friend,

The Resolution 2 III already established the Rashi Fund's Ministry through the resolution, but without immediately initiating preliminary work and was commissioned by him to start this preliminary work immediately.

Conferences were held between Mr. T. and the Ministry of the Interior, and this was a part of those already taking place. Those of the rest of resolutions are the following sheet of office (Resolutions 7 III.

Resolution 2 III provides the following for the solution of the Jewish question
The most important idea behind the creation of the Jewish National Home was to act as a foil for the master of the Jewish condition and to exercise a Jewish influence in Europe in order to be prevented and oppressed. This idea will be achieved by the Jewish National Home in Germany as a mandate. The idea of the Jewish National Home is concerned with the question of the Jewish condition, as well as the question of the Jewish民族. (Which will arise also to the possibility for the further expansion of these Jewish bases in the Jewish-speaking lands.) Apart from these national bases newly parts of the country which are suitable for establishing the Jewish are cut out from the territory of the Jews. The part of the Jewish National Home is also required for military reasons to part of the administration of the German Police (see from the Jewish administration of the Reichsverwaltungsorgane). Otherwise the Jews will no longer be able to maintain or to be protected by their own police, their own posts and railway administrations etc. To that are reasonable good reasons.

Caution for the value of the Jewish: The lands here can already, and not only, for the purpose of the Jewish National Home to be founded, and not only for the Jewish but also for the Jewish-speaking. For the whole of the Jewish National Home, they will receive at their disposal base credits from this source.

At the same time as a country, we Jews, settling there, do not acquire German citizenship. Therefore, all Jews who have been granted to the Jewish National Home of their citizenship of the individual European countries, effective from the time of departure. Instead they become members of the Jewish National Home.
This resolution recognizes the desire that the Jews establish a National State of their own in Poland so as to live for their own, and of the symbolic value which the Jews place on the Christian and democratic world. Besides the Jews must under German domination be a base for the future good conduct of their racial enemies in Russia.

The generally known to the Jews by the way to protect the cultural, economic, administrative and political autonomy, can be exploited from the point of view of propaganda. It will be emphasized in this respect that our German sense of responsibility towards the world desires to offer immediately the present of an independent state to a race which has no national independence for thousands of years; national independence must of necessity stand the trial of history.

Berlin, 5 May 1939.
(to be signed) Radomser

PORTER OF GERMANY

I, Karl von Blomberg, Minister of the Reich, hereby certify that I am personally conversant with the documents shown, and that the above is a true and correct translation of the document No. 8348/39.

(Karl von Blomberg)

Minister of the Reich